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1 Introduction 
 

A fully integrated financial model has been built to support the financial analysis of Gatwick’s R2 project. The model 

follows best practice modelling principles, which ensure that consistency, robustness and auditability are embedded 

in the structure.  The debt finance modelling has been supported by RBS and the model has also undergone some 

independent checks by BDO.  

 

The model has been used to run a variety of scenarios and sensitivities. In our submission and, as more fully 

described here, we have presented a ‘financing case’, based on expected levels of investment and traffic. A more 

conservative ratings case scenario and downside sensitivities have also been run e.g. lower traffic, higher investment 

but are not presented in this paper.  

 

The assumptions summarised below should be read in conjunction with the detailed sections of our submission. 

Most of the detailed inputs and assumptions are presented in real 2014 prices, with the exception of the profit and 

loss, cash flow and balance sheet statements, which are in nominal terms. These statements are presented in five 

year snapshots.  

 

2 Profit and Loss 

2.1 Traffic projections  

Passenger projections are a key input into the financing case. The graph below indicates how passenger demand 

builds up over time. 

 

Figure 1: Gatwick’s R2 passenger projections 

 
Source: based on SH&E calendar year forecasts 
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A significant part of the initial growth from 2025/26 is from pent-up demand, as well as some market share gain. 

Passenger demand thereafter continues to track geographical market growth rate assumptions. The assumed 

growth rate for the 10 years post opening of the runway in 2025 is circa 3% p.a. This lowers to 1.7% p.a. for the 10 

years post 2035. 

 

Over the forecast period we have assumed a gradual shift to less seasonal traffic, in line with a profile that is 

consistent with Heathrow today. The ratio of ‘busy day’ air traffic movements to an average day is assumed to 

reduce from 26% today to 8% in the longer term. Heathrow‘s ratio in 2013 was circa 8%.  

 

As discussed in SD1 Strategic Argument, we forecast a change in the passenger profile over time. The proportion of 

short haul passengers will remain the largest segment; however our forecasts assume an increase of long haul 

passengers as a proportion of overall traffic. By 2049/50 we forecast that long haul passengers will represent 

approximately 35% of total passenger volumes. The split of passengers between domestic, short-haul and long-haul 

can be seen in the graph below: 

 

Figure 2: Passenger mix split by domestic, short-haul and long-haul 

 
Source: SH&E 

 

2.2 Aeronautical yield 

Aeronautical charges at Gatwick required to deliver the scheme are estimated to rise to a range of £12-£151 in the 

long-term compared with £92 today. The requirement for a range reflects the uncertainty of the risk profile and risk 

allocation at this stage of the project.  

  

                                                           
1
 Real 2014 prices 

2
 Net aeronautical yield for Financial Year Ending 31

st
 March 2014 
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Figure 3:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

2.3 Non – Aeronautical Income 

Non-aeronautical income has been modelled using a bottom-up approach for the following categories: retail, car 

parks, property, utility and other income. We cover the key assumptions underlying each of these categories below: 

 

Retail 

The retail Income Per Passenger (IPP) is assumed to track in line with the Consumer Price Index. The IPP will 

also rise due to two additional factors: 

 A higher portion of long-haul passengers in the passenger mix over time, with a higher propensity to 

purchase retail goods, as well as at a higher average transaction value. Long-haul passengers tend to 

dwell for longer periods of time in the airside departure lounges and therefore generate a higher spend. 

They also attract a higher retail margin as these destinations are outside of the EU and are therefore not 

liable for VAT.  
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 It is assumed that there will be an improvement in retail performance from a new retail departure lounge 

concept in the mid-field terminal building. Overall, retail IPP therefore increases by an improvement factor of up 

to 20%, which is triggered and aligned to the phasing and utilisation assumptions of the mid-field terminal.  

The overall retail IPP is benchmarked against other airports to ensure it is set at an appropriate level. As it stands, 

the 2050 IPP level is 15% lower than Heathrow’s level today. 

 

Car parks 

Car park IPP is assumed to decrease over time in line with our assumption that public transport modal share will 

increase from an average of 44% in 2012 to 60% by 2050, reducing car parking income per Gatwick passenger in real 

terms. Offsetting this effect, car parking IPP will increase in line with the Consumer Price Index. 

 

Property 

Property is modelled in absolute terms as it is assumed to be relatively inelastic to passenger volumes; albeit large 

scale passenger increases will drive additional airport-related property requirements. The master plan includes a 

provision of space for ancillary facilities such as offices, cargo, hangars, hotels and industrial. Where these facilities 

are not assumed to be a re-provision, the assumption is that a third party will develop these ancillary sites, and 

therefore our capital plan does not reflect the costs of this infrastructure. For this reason, the property income only 

reflects a minimal ground rental for these sites. Each of these developments will be assessed independently to 

understand if there is a viable commercial and operational case for Gatwick to develop these facilities. Separately, 

additional income has been assumed from additional CIP lounges and ramp accommodation as a result of the mid-

field pier and terminal development. 

 

Utility income 

An element of Gatwick’s utility consumption is as a result of external usage from Gatwick tenanted sites, as well as 

third party sites that make use of Gatwick’s supply. Gatwick therefore recharges an element of its utility cost to 

these external users. The assumption is that external consumption will rise at the same rate as Gatwick’s own 

operational consumption, and therefore the recharge percentage as a total of Gatwick’s utility costs will remain 

static. 

 

Other income 

Other revenue consists predominantly of revenue from the provision of essential airport-related activities. The key 

categories include check-in and baggage, staff car parking and services for Passengers with Reduced Mobility (PRM). 

These are broadly assumed to rise in line with passengers, and the rate is assumed to track the Consumer Price 

Index. 

 

A summary of the inputs for non-aeronautical income, and income per pax, are shown below. Over the period 

between 2020 and 2050, we anticipate the non-aero income per passenger to remain relatively static in real terms. 
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Uplifts in the retail income per passenger from retail in the new midfield terminal will be broadly offset by a decline 

in car parking income per passenger as a result of additional public transport usage. 

 

Figure 4: Non-aeronautical revenues (real 2014 prices) 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Non-aeronautical revenue per passenger (real 2014 prices) 

 

 
 

2.4 Operating expenditure (opex) 

Similar to non-aeronautical income, opex has been modelled using a bottom-up approach reflecting the various 

phases of the construction. The overall opex projection has been checked against top-down benchmarks and 
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economic literature. A summary of our main opex categories (excluding depreciation and amortisation) are 

highlighted below, along with their overall contribution to total opex.   

 

Figure 6: Spend categories as a proportion of total opex in 2013/14 

 

Category % of Opex (2013/14) 

Staff (Excl. Security) 21% 

Staff (Security) 21% 

Police 4% 

Rent & Rates 10% 

Utilities 10% 

Maintenance & Equipment 9% 

IT 4% 

PRM 2% 

NATS 7% 

Cleaning 3% 

Other costs 10% 

Total 100% 

 

 

Opex has been modelled in the same categories displayed in Figure 6. There are three primary drivers of cost that 

span most of these categories: 

 Passengers – much of our opex is to some degree impacted by changing passenger numbers. However, the 

main areas are security staff numbers (and in particular, the resourcing of the central search areas), terminal 

operation resource, and PRM costs;  

 

 Provision of space – The Capital Cost Forecast Appendix includes a Schedule of Facilities produced by our 

Masterplan consultants, ARUP. This document contains the size of the individual components of the 

masterplan scheme. The four main categories driven by additional space are business rates, utilities, 

maintenance and cleaning. For each of these categories, various benchmark metrics are used to inform the 

opex projection. Opex increases in these categories are seen in the years where new phases (and thus new 

area) of the master plan scheme go live. Some of the key measurements used are around the gross floor 

area of the terminals and piers, as well as areas of the airfield that include runway, taxiways, aprons and 

stands; and 

 

 Inflation – there are a number of activities provided by 3rd parties and price increases are set in their 

contractual terms. Generally, these contracts are linked to either the Retail Price Index or Consumer Price 

Index. Similarly, the Government sets out that business rates rise in line with the Retail Price Index.  Other 

key areas of inflation are utility commodity prices, as well as wage inflation. Both of these rates have been 

provided in Figure 14. 
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After applying the various cost drivers of passengers, space and inflation to the individual opex categories, an 

aggregate projection of future opex is produced: 

 

Figure 7: Operating costs (real 2014 prices) 

 
 

 

Over the period 2019/20 and 2049/50 we forecast that operating costs will increase by an average of 1.7% per 

annum. This bottom-up forecast implies an efficiency factor of circa 1.0% per annum (CAGR of operating cost per 

passenger from 2020 to 2050) and an elasticity of circa 75%, based on our passenger volume forecast. (The CAA’s 

frontier efficiency rate was assumed to be 1% per annum for Q6.) 

3 Cash flow 
 

3.1 Capital cost 

The capital cost of each of the four phases has been included in the figure below. The table has been grouped (by 

cost) into the main asset categories: 
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Figure 8: Capital cost of Gatwick’s R2 project 
 

   Expansion Phases  

 £bn - Real 2014 Prices 2025 

Runway Opening 

Phase 

2030 

Phase 1 

2035 

Phase 2 

2040 

Phase 3 

Total 

1 Capital Programme and Delivery 

Management 

0.065 0.129 0.056 0.105 0.355 

2 Design consultants 0.074 0.145 0.063 0.118 0.400 

3 Airfield 0.398 0.230 0.163 0.246 1.037 

4 Terminal 0.091 0.567 0.082 0.544 1.285 

5 Piers - 0.209 0.366 0.342 0.917 

6 APM's - 0.161 0.053 0.169 0.384 

7 Other 0.243 0.258 0.075 0.095 0.670 

8 Surface Access 0.150 0.284 - - 0.434 

9 Land Purchase 0.653 0.175 - - 0.828 

10 Risk 0.384 0.466 0.212 0.400 1.462 

       

TOTAL COST PLAN VALUE (including Risk) 2.059 2.624 1.070 2.020 7.773 

 

Our capital costs are presented in 2014 prices, and a separate construction price index converts this cost into 

nominal prices in our financial model. Further detail of this indexation assumption can be found in Figure 14, along 

with our other long term economic assumptions. Our capital costs have been developed in conjunction with Turner 

and Townsend, who are a world leading airport infrastructure cost consultancy. For further detail of these estimates 

please refer to the Capital Cost Forecast Appendix. 

3.2 Phasing of scheme 

The overall master plan scheme is built in phases so that infrastructure capacity better matches the passenger 

demand profile. The graph below shows the timings of the individual construction phases: 

 

Figure 9: Phasing approach to the master plan scheme 
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By 2025 we reach the peak capacity of the single runway airport. At this point, passenger numbers are 45 million 

passengers per annum (mppa). Without additional runway capacity, constraints would drive increasing load factors, 

larger aircraft and peak spreading. In this scenario, the existing terminals and aprons would be able to accommodate 

50mppa without major reconfiguration. In a two-runway scenario, the capacity of the existing infrastructure is 

expected to remain at around 45mppa.   

 

The phasing profile allows the capital cost to be spread over a greater time period. The timing and profile of the 

capital increments has been presented below: 

 

Figure 10: Base and R2 capital expenditure by year (real 2014 prices). R2 includes maintenance capex. 
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A brief description of the infrastructure scope for the four phases has been included in the following figure: 

 
Figure 11: Scope and capacity introduced for each phase  
 

Phase Capacity (mppa) 

Total 

[+increment] 

Opening 

Year 

Capital Cost 

[£bn – 2014 

Prices] 

Scope Delivered 

Transition 63 [+18] 2025 2.1 • Full length runway 

• Initial phase of mid-field apron and stands 

• Temporary remote pier 

• Initial phase of M23 spur road & junction 

improvements 

1 73 [+10] 2030 2.6 • Phase 1 midfield terminal built (circa 55% of the 

midfield shell and core constructed)  

• Two thirds of phase 1 midfield terminal fitted 

out 

• 80% of contact pier constructed 

• Landside transit built from ST to Midfield 

• New midfield access road  

• Full diversion of A23 

2 82 [+9] 2035 1.1 • Remaining third of Phase 1 midfield terminal 

fitted out 

• Contact pier finished 

• Circa two thirds of satellite pier constructed 

3 95 [+13] 2040 2.0 • Remaining circa 45% of midfield terminal shell 

and core constructed and fitted out  

• Remaining circa one third of satellite pier 

finished 

• Airside transit from midfield pier to satellite pier 

Total   7.8  

 

Long-term capital costs of circa £150m p.a. have been provisioned to re-life and enhance Gatwick’s existing asset 

base. 

 

3.3 Maintenance / Renewal Costs and Depreciation 

For asset renewal costs, we have assumed a standard set of asset lives dependent on type of asset. Our assumptions 

for asset life are consistent with our statutory accounting policies and we have highlighted some relevant asset 

categories below: 

 

 Terminal building, pier and satellite structures: 20 - 60 years 

 Terminal fixtures and fittings: 5 - 20 years 
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 Airport plant and equipment: 

o baggage systems: 15 years 

o screening equipment: 7 years 

o lifts, escalators, travelators: 20 years 

o other plant and equipment including runway lighting and building plant: 5 - 20 years 

 Airport tunnels, bridges and subways: 50 - 100 years 

 Runway surfaces: 10 - 15 years 

 Runway bases: 100 years 

 Taxiways and aprons: 50 years 

 

For the purpose of our cash flows, we have assumed capital renewal costs will be required after these terms. In 

practice, we will maintain our assets using the PAS 55 methodology. This internationally recognised standard 

provides clear definitions and a 28-point specification for establishing and verifying a joined-up, optimised and 

whole-life management system for all types of physical assets. 

 

The depreciation cost uses the asset lives above, and a straight line methodology to amortise the costs of these 

assets over time. 

3.4 Financing 

3.4.1  
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Figure 12:  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

3.4.2  
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Figure 13:  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

3.5 Working Capital 

Gatwick has a variety of revenue streams which differ in payment terms and duration. A blended assumption for 

debtor days is therefore assumed on accounts receivable balances, and the projection is set at the current level. 

Similarly, capital and trade creditor days have also been set at the current rate. As debtor and creditor days remain 

constant, any changes in working capital are due to fluctuations in capital, opex and revenue spend. 
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3.6 Tax 

Gatwick has modelled a separate taxable earnings line that takes into account capital allowances, disallowable 

expenditure, utilisation of losses in the earlier years, and group company relief.  The proportion of Gatwick’s R2 

expenditure that would be allowable for capital allowances was examined by Deloitte. Their assumptions have been 

used to model the different capital allowance pools and subsequent write-down rates. The capital allowance tax 

regime is assumed to remain unchanged over the long-term, and the corporation tax rate is assumed to remain at 

20% post 2015.  

No explicit assumptions have been made regarding the modelling of VAT in the cash flows. However, currently VAT is 

cash flow positive for Gatwick due to the nature of the Airport's business and operations. This would be expected to 

continue in future years provided there are no changes to the relevant tax legislation. 

 

4 Economic Assumptions 

Several main economic indices are used in the financial model. The forecast assumptions of these indices are 

described below, along with the sources of the data. Other inflationary assumptions are also included in this table.  

 
Figure 14: Macro-economic assumptions 
 

Economic Assumptions 

 Medium Term Assumption (2014/15 – 

2020/21) 

Long-Term Assumption (2021/22 +) 

Retail Price Index Fluctuates in range of 3.0-3.3% 

 Source: Feb14 Treasury Forecast Consensus 

Long –run difference between RPI and CPI 

maintained at 1% 

Consumer Price 

Index 

Fluctuates in range of 2.0 – 2.2% Maintain Bank of England’s 2% inflation 

target 

 Source: Bank of England Monetary Policy 

Construction 

Price Index 

Fluctuates in range of 0.1 – 4.1% 

 Source: Gatwick COPI forecast Update October 2012 - 

David Langdon  

Stable at 2.5% 

 Source: supported by Bechtel analysis 

GDP Currently this is not a driver in the financial 

model, but is a key input into the traffic 

forecasts 

 

Corporation Tax 

Rate 

21% in 2014/15 and 20% post 2015/16 

 Source: HMRC Corporation tax rate 

Stable at 20% 

Capital General plant pool: 18% General plant pool: 18% 
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Allowance rates Special rate pool: 8% 

Enhanced capital allowance rate: 100% 

Special rate pool: 8% 

Enhanced capital allowance rate: 100% 

Wage Inflation Stable at 2% Stable at 2% 

Commodity 

Prices 

Electricity wholesale price  – 13.5% average 

for first three years, then 6.0% average post 

2016/17 

Gas wholesale price – 12.3% average for 

first three years, then 8% average post 

2016/17 

 Source: 10 Year Forecast of UK energy Prices, Bergen 

Energy 

Stable at RPI 
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5 Model Outputs (nominal) 

5.1 Profit and Loss 

 

  

2012/13 2020/21 2025/26 2030/31 2035/36 2040/41 2045/46 2049/50

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Aero Revenues £m 282             500             907             1,333           1,858           2,453           3,096           3,630           

Total Non-Aero Revenues £m 239             374             512             678             861             1,066           1,278           1,444           

Total Operating Expenditure £m (294)            (357)            (457)            (581)            (721)            (902)            (1,044)          (1,161)          

EBITDA £m 227             518             962             1,431           1,998           2,617           3,329           3,913           

Depreciation £m (111)            (155)            (224)            (354)            (484)            (674)            (765)            (853)            

EBIT £m 116             363             737             1,077           1,514           1,943           2,565           3,060           

Net Interest £m (88)              (158)            (308)            (393)            (433)            (544)            (523)            (541)            

Other Items £m (57)              (3)                (4)                (2)                (0)                (0)                (0)                (0)                

EBT £m (28)              201             426             681             1,081           1,398           2,042           2,519           

Corporation Tax £m (1)                (40)              (85)              (136)            (216)            (280)            (408)            (504)            

NPAT £m (29)              161             341             545             864             1,119           1,634           2,015           
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5.2 Balance Sheet 

 

  

2012/13 2020/21 2025/26 2030/31 2035/36 2040/41 2045/46 2049/50

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Assets

Cash £m 1                 339             539             1,930           4,156           5,011           6,874           8,229           

Current Assets £m 53               88               142             200             270             349             433             502             

Total Fixed Assets £m 2,160           3,715           6,539           9,258           10,667         12,422         10,894         10,268         

Other Non-Current Assets £m 70               25               27               43               125             254             496             719             

Total Assets £m 2,284           4,166           7,247           11,431         15,217         18,036         18,696         19,718         

Liabilities

Current Liabilities £m 363             395             394             400             466             456             505             559             

Total Interest Bearing Debt £m 1,606           2,778           4,697           6,956           8,651           11,007         11,618         12,586         

Equity

Total Equity £m 315             994             2,155           4,075           6,099           6,573           6,573           6,573           

Total Liabilities & Equity £m 2,284           4,166           7,247           11,431         15,217         18,036         18,696         19,718         
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5.3 Cash flow statement 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2012/13 2020/21 2025/26 2030/31 2035/36 2040/41 2045/46 2049/50

Actual Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate

Opening Cash Balance £m 12            252          304          1,480        3,605        4,709        6,470        7,840        

Operating Cash Flow £m 245          496          803          1,197        1,741        2,194        2,850        3,317        

Return on investments & servicing of finance £m (69)           (146)         (293)         (380)         (418)         (533)         (512)         (532)         

(Dividends)/Equity £m -           -           -           (136)         (432)         (1,119)       (1,634)       (2,015)       

Total retained / reinvested surplus cashflows £m 176          350          510          681          891          543          705          770          

Investing Cash Flow £m (235)         (624)         (500)         (384)         (616)         (336)         (461)         (647)         

Financing Cash Flow £m 47            360          226          153          276          95            160          265          

Net Change in Cash £m (12)           86            236          450          551          301          403          389          

Closing Cash Balance £m 1              339          539          1,930        4,156        5,011        6,874        8,229        

 

 


